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Abstract 

Deployable scissor structures can undergo rapid and easy transformations between different states, 

making them fit for a broad range of architectural applications. The complexity of their design process 

nevertheless forms an obstacle in the realisation of these structures. This paper presents a method to 

design several types of double-layer scissor grids through circle packing and the digital design tools 

that we’ve created for this purpose. As such, the design of these different scissor grid types is reduced 

to the geometric exercise of finding a suitable circle packing. It opens up a myriad of different 

possibilities, which can be explored and compared in a quick, interactive and intuitive manner using 

the digital design tools.  

 

Keywords: Deployable scissor grid, transformable structures, circle packing, geometric design, 
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Figure 1: A geodesic grid that has been optimised to hold a circle packing in order for it to form the 

basis of a foldable scissor structure. The resulting scissor grid consists of four different elements 

(displayed by the different colours) and is shown in three different stages of deployment. 
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1. Introduction 

Deployable scissor structures can quickly and easily transform between different configurations. As 

such they provide an answer to the continuously and ever more rapidly changing needs of the built 

environment. Generally, scissor structures are characterised by a compact ‘stowed’ state and an 

expanded ‘functional’ state, making them fit for mobile and temporary applications (e.g., shelters for 

disaster relief or tents and stages for travelling events) (De Temmerman [2]). As deployable roof or 

façade elements they can also be integrated into buildings in order to respond to changing weather 

conditions. 

Despite the advantages they offer, few scissor structures have actually been built. A major issue of 

these structures is their high structural and mechanical complexity. Due to the direct relation between 

geometry, kinematics and structural performance, all these factors have to be taken into account at 

once from the very first to the final stages of the design process. 

Digital parametric design environments present a powerful means to handle this high degree of 

complexity in an interactive and efficient manner. With a single tool, the behaviour of different types 

of deployable scissor grids can be studied and many different design alternatives can be evaluated and 

compared in a short time. We’ve been developing such tools to explore and study the geometry and 

kinematics of various scissor grids. For these tools, general design methods to generate certain types 

of scissor grids are translated into algorithms, which ask the user for a number of input parameters and 

output the geometry of the desired grid. They can further be extended to for example simulate the 

deployment, or to structurally analyse the grid as shown by Alegria Mira [1]. 

One method that we’ve found to be useful and often reoccurring in the design of various double-layer 

scissor grid types is based on circle packing (figure 1). According to Stephenson [16], a circle packing 

is a configuration of circles with specified patterns of tangency. Circle packing poses challenging 

mathematical problems and generally offers multiple or even endless variations. It therefore greatly 

benefits from an interactive design environment to enable exploring and designing them in a hands-on 

manner. This paper presents a number of double-layer scissor grids that result from circle packing, as 

well as the design approach and the tools we’ve created to apprehend, study and design these scissor 

grids. These tools were created using the 3D modelling software Rhinoceros® and its generic design 

plug-in Grasshopper® (Robert McNeel & Associates [12, 13]). Additionally, the interactive live-

physics plug-in Kangaroo (Piker [9]) is integrated into the parametric design environment as it allows 

for a very intuitive optimisation process of the circle packing pattern and the resulting scissor grid. 

2. Basic scissor units 

A scissor unit, or scissor-like element (SLE), forms the basic building block of a deployable scissor 

grid. It consists of a pair of bars that are linked at an intermediate point by a pivot hinge, allowing a 

relative rotation of the bars about a single axis (one degree of freedom). The distances between this 

intermediate hinge point and the ends of the bars are called the semi-lengths of a scissor unit, while 

the imaginary lines connecting the upper and lower end points on each side of the scissor unit are 

called the unit lines. Different shapes and proportions of the bars give rise to different scissor unit 

types, each characterised by their own kinematical behaviour and geometrical possibilities. The 

scissor unit types appearing in this paper are the translational, the polar and the angulated unit 

(figure 2). 
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Translational units are characterised by unit lines that stay parallel throughout the deployment process. 

The translational unit considered in this paper consists of two identical straight bars and is often 

referred to as a plane-translational unit (figure 2a).  

 

Figure 2: Examples of (left) the scissor unit types used in this paper and (right) a simple planar linkage 

of each unit in two deployment stages: (a) a plane-translational unit, (b) a polar unit 

and (c) an angulated unit; the semi-lengths are expressed as a, b, c and d. 
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When the unit lines of a unit consisting of two straight bars are no longer parallel, but instead intersect 

at a point, this unit is called a polar unit. The angle γ at which the unit lines intersect varies during the 

deployment (figure 2b). 

The angulated unit – or Hoberman’s unit, named after its inventor (Hoberman [7]) – consists of two 

identical kinked bars (characterized by a kink angle β), causing the end points and intermediate hinge 

point of a bar to no longer be aligned. As a result the unit lines also intersect at an angle γ, however for 

angulated units γ stays constant throughout the deployment (figure 2c). 

 

Figure 3: Illustration of Escrig’s deployability constraint. 

By linking a number of these units together at their end points in a two- or three-dimensional 

configuration, larger scissor grids can be formed. In order for these grids to be deployable, they have 

to adhere to a number of geometric constraints. A well-known geometric constraint for linkages of 

scissor units consisting of straight bars was proposed by Escrig in 1985 [3]: 

 ��
� + ��

� = �� + �� (1) 

where ��
� , ��

� , �� and �� are the adjoining semi-lengths of each pair of interconnected units (figure 3). 

This constraint ensures that the scissor linkage can be folded to its most compact state, in which all the 

bars are aligned and the scissor grid is theoretically reduced to a single line. For planar single-layer 

linkages consisting of straight bars it is a sufficient condition to obtain a foldable mechanism. 

However, for three dimensional linkages, such as double-layer scissor grids, additional constraints are 

often required. 

3. Planar grids 

Using plane-translational units a wide range of planar double-layer scissor grids can be formed (Escrig 

[3]). Generating these scissor grids is rather straightforward, as the constraint described by eq. 1 is 

sufficient to ensure a stress-free deployment process. In case of plane-translational units, where 

��
� = ��

�  and �� = ��, this equation is reduced to 

 ��
� = ��

� = �� = �� (2) 

Therefore, the bars in this scissor grid form a chain of similar isosceles triangles. As a result, it is 

possible to directly translate any planar circle packing into a double-layer grid of translational scissor 

units: each pair of tangent circles contains a plane-translational unit with its intermediate hinge located 

at the point where the circles touch and with unit lines lying normal to the circles and going through 

their respective centres. For any given planar circle packing only one design parameter remains when 

generating the scissor grid, which represents the state of deployment (e.g., the angle ϕ in figure 2a). 
During deployment the shape of the underlying grid stays constant and only its scale changes. 

Figure 4 shows a regular two-way and three-way grid. However, it is also possible to generate 

irregular grids, since a plane can be covered by an infinite amount of different circle packings. We’ve 
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created a tool in Grasshopper
®
 using its plug-in Kangaroo to quickly explore the numerous 

possibilities of planar double-layer scissor grids. Figure 5 demonstrates step by step how this tool 

works. 

4. Spherical grids 

Spherical grids also allow for a wide variety of dense circle packings, and these can similarly be 

translated into deployable scissor grids: again each pair of tangent circles holds a scissor unit with unit 

lines normal to the circles and going through their respective centres, and with the intermediate hinge 

located at the point where the circles touch. This means that all intermediate hinge points will lie on 

the surface of the sphere and all unit lines will intersect at the centre of the sphere. Since the unit lines 

are no longer parallel, this time the grid is populated using either polar or angulated units. 

Linkages of polar units with constant curvature (where all unit lines intersect in the same point) were 

previously studied by Escrig and Valcárcel [5]. In such a linkage ��
� = �� and ��

� = �� (figure 3), thus 

it complies with eq. 1. For a given spherical circle packing, again one parameter remains free to 

choose, which defines the structural thickness t (i.e., the distance between the inner and outer layer) of 

the grid in its deployed position. The construction of a polar scissor grid based on circle packing on a 

 

 
Figure 4: (left) Top view of a square and a hexagonal circle packing and (right) isometric view of the 

resulting 2-way and 3-way scissor grid. 
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Figure 5: Step-by-step demonstration of a tool created in Grasshopper
®
 to easily explore and generate 

planar double-layer scissor grids: (a) the user defines a planar surface to set the boundaries of the 

packing, which is then randomly filled by a number of points; (b) the distribution of the points is 

optimised, using Kangaroo’s SphereCollide component (inspired by the work of Daniel Piker [10]); 

(c) the resulting points are then used to form a mesh, of which each vertex will hold a circle and each 

mesh edge will indicate a desired tangency between two circles; (d) using Kangaroo, this mesh is 

optimised to contain a circle packing within the given boundaries; (e) this circle packing is then 

populated by scissor units, and the deployment of the resulting scissor grid can be instantly simulated. 
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sphere is shown in figure 7a. In contrast to planar grids, this grid will not always display a stress-free 

deployment process: the scissor grid is designed to be compatible in its fully deployed and in its most 

compact state, but between the two states geometrical incompatibilities can occur, which cause 

stresses and deformations in the bars and lead to a snapping and self-locking effect. This results from 

the fact that in a closed double-layer loop of polar units the varying angles γi between the unit lines 

cause the dihedral angles between the unit planes to vary during deployment. In case of for example 

rigid triangulated grids this angular variation is obstructed, leading to the geometrical 

incompatibilities and consequential snap-through effect. The magnitude of the effect can be managed 

by adding flexible elements, removing scissor units, or adding additional kinematical degrees of 

freedom to the units as seen in Zeigler’s work [17]. Examples of spherical polar scissor grids that do 

display a stress-free deployment are Escrig’s two-way domes with a uniform rhomboid pattern or with 

a lamella pattern [4], in which the angles between the polar scissor units do have the freedom to 

change (if the design of the joint hub allows it). 

It is also possible to populate such spherical grids by angulated units. In this case, the scissor grid can 

always display a stress-free deployment, since the angles between the unit lines of an angulated unit 

stay constant during deployment. To enable this stress-free deployment, all units should deploy in a 

synchronised manner, which means that the angle ϕ between the scissor bars should be the same for 

each unit in the grid. The construction of a spherical angulated grid based on circle packing is shown 

in figure 7b. A disadvantage of using angulated units over polar units is that the scissor grid will in 

general be less compact in its closed state. This compactness can however be improved by increasing 

the amount of scissor units (Roovers [14]), e.g., by replacing each scissor unit with multiple units or 

by increasing the amount of vertices in the grid. Examples of spherical angulated grids are 

Hoberman's famous expanding spheres [6].  

Also spheres can be covered by a large variety of circle packings and therefore can give rise to a large 

variety of scissor grids. To explore these possibilities, a similar method as in figure 5 can be followed: 

first, an initial mesh is designed on the spherical surface, which is then optimised to hold a circle 

packing and populated by scissor units. The flexibility of design therefore largely lies in shaping this 

initial mesh. It can for example result from an arbitrary point cloud, by projecting a planar mesh onto 

a sphere, or from a geodesic grid. Figures 1 and 8 demonstrate the output of a tool to generate 

spherical scissor grids from circle packings based on the latter. 

 

Figure 6: Circle packing on a sphere used to form the scissor grids in figures 7 (marked in red) and 8. 
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Figure 7: Populating three tangent circles c0 to c2 with respective centres C0 to C2 by (a) polar and 

(b) angulated scissor units. The circles are part of a spherical circle packing (figure 6), such that their 

tangent points I0 to I2 lie at a constant distance from the centre of the sphere O. For a given circle 

packing the geometry of the scissor grid is determined once an opening angle ϕ is defined. 
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Figure 8: Scissor dome based on a geodesic grid of frequency 2 that was optimised to hold the circle 

packing shown in figure 6 populated with (left) polar units and (right) angulated units. 

5. Other grids 

Other surfaces can hold circle packings as well, such as surfaces of revolution or even freeform 

surfaces. However, since it is only possible to form three mutually tangent circles on a spherical or on 

a planar surface, it will not be possible to generate double-layer grids with triangular cells consisting 

of three scissor units per cell for other surfaces. Furthermore, the resulting grid can only be populated 

by angulated units.  

As an additional requirement, the lines normal to and going through the centres of each pair of tangent 

circles must be coplanar, since these lines will form the unit lines of a scissor unit. For planar and 

spherical grids, this requirement is automatically fulfilled. For other surfaces, this is generally not the 

case. As shown in Roovers [14], grids with quadrangular cells that fulfil this requirement are based on 

networks of principal curvature lines. This additional constraint on the grid makes digital design tools 

even more crucial in the design process to solve a geometrically complex problem in an intuitive 

manner, while interactively shaping the grid as desired. We’ve created several scripts for this purpose 

that use a network of principal curvature lines as an input for an optimisation process in Kangaroo. 

Figure 9 demonstrates a possible output of such a tool to generate scissor grids based on surfaces of 

revolution, for which the network of principal curvature lines is easily found (it consists of the 
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meridian curves and parallel circles). Similar outputs can be obtained for surfaces with less 

straightforward principal curvature line networks (e.g., the triply twisted Mobius strip shown in 

figure 10). The biggest issue here is to find a suited principal curvature line network. Once that is 

found, it is relatively straightforward to optimise this grid to hold a circle packing with coplanar 

adjacent normals. Interesting research on meshing of freeform surfaces based on principal curvature 

lines is done by the team of Helmut Pottmann [8, 11].  

Grids consisting of polygons with more than four sides allow for more flexibility in the design. For 

example, the triangulated meshes with an incircle packing presented by Schiftner et al. [15] can be 

used to obtain scissor grids with hexagonal grid cells. Note that for double-layer scissor grids not 

consisting of triangular cells additional bracing elements might be required to ensure in-plane rigidity. 

 

Figure 9: Main design steps of a tool to generate deployable scissor grids based on surfaces of 

revolution: (a) design of the base surface (in this case a catenoid); (b) discretise using a network of 

principal curvature lines and optimise this mesh to hold a circle packing with coplanar adjacent 

normals; (c) translate into a scissor grid. 
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Figure 10: Scissor grid based on a Möbius strip with three twists: circle packing and deployment of 

the resulting scissor structure in top view and two side views. 

6. Conclusions 

This paper presented how circle packing can be used in the design of multiple double-layer scissor 

grids, showing both the general geometric design method and how this approach can be translated into 

digital design tools. 

Even though several of the scissor grids presented in this paper have been previously proposed, the 

method of using circle packing has opened up an unlimited variety of scissor grids and its integration 

in a parametric design environment has allowed for an interactive exploration of these infinite 

possibilities. The resulting digital design tools can provide insight into deployable scissor grids and 

can significantly reduce the complexity of the design process, especially during the early design 

stages. Therefore they form crucial links in the enhancement of the status of deployable scissor grids 

as viable structural concepts.  
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